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Abstract. Nowadays, datacenters are one of the most con-
suming devices due to the increase in cloud, web-services and
high performance computing demands all over the world. To be
clean and without connection to the grid, datacenters projects
tempt to feed electricity with renewable energy sources and
storage elements. This power production needs an energy
management providing power envelopes as a constraint to the
datacenter management system. This paper presents an opti-
mization module that optimizes the IT load under renewable
energy constraints and outputs the power consumed by the
computing resources of a datacenter. We are able to obtain a
reduction of up to 73% in the tasks violations while respecting
a given power envelope.

Key words
Renewable Energy, Cloud Computing, Workload, Scheduling,
Energy Consumption.

1. Introduction

Datacenters are now one of the biggest actors when talk-
ing about energy consumption. In 2006, datacenters were
responsible for consuming 61.4 billion kWh in the United
States [1]. In 2010, datacenters consumed about 1.3% of
world’s electricity [2]. We must also take into account that high
energy consumption not only results in large electricity costs,
but also incurs in high carbon emission. In the United States
for instance, generating 1 kWh of electricity emits about 500g
of CO2 in average. As a result, IT (Information Technology)
carbon footprint occupies 2 percent of global greenhouse gas
emissions [2].

Supplying datacenters with clean-to-use renewable energy
is therefore essential to help mitigate climate change. With
renewable energies in datacenters, constituting a micro-grid
(here solar panels, wind turbines and batteries) we believe that
we can cope with this problem. Even though several efforts
have been conducted at the computing level in datacenters
partially powered by renewable energy sources, mainly con-
cerning tasks placement and energy saving (peaks cancellation,
average energy level setting...) [3], [4], there is still a lack
on approaches that consider both power producing elements
prediction and the IT load model part. Since energy efficiency
in datacenters is directly related to the resource consumption of
a computing node, performance optimization and an efficient

load scheduling is essential for energy saving. Today, we
observe the use of cloud computing as the basis of datacenters,
either in a public or private fashion. Such computer tasks
management is first optimized by Virtual Machine (VM)
management [5], where tasks should be placed, along with an
energy consumption model to describe the task’s consumption
depending on the resource description (processor and memory
power characteristics) and task’s demand (resources usage)
with respect to Quality of Service (i.e. their due dates).

To address the IT load scheduling while considering the
renewable energy available we propose Renewable Energy
Constrained Optimization (RECO) an optimization module
which takes into account IT load model and computing re-
sources power consumption to schedule batch tasks (which
contains release time and due date) in a cloud datacenter while
respecting power envelopes provided by a power manager
(based on weather forecasting, states of charge of storage
elements...). We also highlight that the model proposed is part
of the ANR Datazero project1 and in this context RECO aims
at maximizing the Quality of Service (QoS) with a constraint
on power, based on several possible power envelopes using
only renewable energy sources. We don’t consider the clas-
sical power Grid. We propose RECO and evaluate with a
comparison between classical greedy algorithms and meta-
heuristics scheduling constrained by a given power envelope.
RECO not only output QoS metrics but also the electrical load
expected (in form of a time series) for each scheduling, which
could be used by the power management system to optimize
source/storage engagement.

The remainder of this article will present the classical
approaches on IT-load scheduling with and without renewable
energy sources in Section 2. In Section 3 we present RECO in
details, followed by the evaluation methodology and Results
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents final remarks, high-
lighting the contributions with quantitative data and presenting
directions on future work.

2. Related Work

With the rapid growth in datacenters energy consumption,
the reduction of energy usage and utilization of green energy
sources becomes a major concern. We present some of these
research initiatives, mainly related to the energy aware task

1http://www.datazero/.org
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scheduling in datacenters. The techniques employed in each
work vary but we can classify them in two groups: one that
aggregates green energy to the datacenter trying to maximize
the green energy usage, and second group that tries to minimize
the overall energy consumption, disregarding where the energy
comes from.

Concerning the first group, Goiri et al. [3] proposes
GreenSlot, a batch job scheduler for a datacenter powered
by photovoltaic panels and the electrical grid. The scheduler
works based on a predicted amount of solar energy that will be
available, and schedules the workload to maximize the green
energy consumption while meeting the jobs deadlines. If grid
energy must be used to avoid deadline violations, the scheduler
finds the cheapest point before the deadline. Another work
from Beldiceanu et al. [4] presents EpoCloud, a prototype aims
at optimizing the energy consumption of cloud datacenters
connected to the regular electrical grid and to renewable energy
sources, aiming to find the best trade-off between energy
cost and QoS degradation, using application reconfiguration or
jobs suspension and dynamically turning on/off the computing
resources.

Regarding the second group, Beloglazov et al. [6] proposes
an energy-aware resource provisioning and allocation algo-
rithm that aims to improve the energy efficiency of a datacenter
without violating the negotiated Service Level Agreement
(SLA). The approach is based on VMs migration using upper
and lower thresholds. Wu et al. [7] designed a scheduling
algorithm for the cloud datacenter with a Dynamic Voltage
Frequency Scaling (DVFS) in order to reduce the total energy
consumption in a cloud datacenters.

As we can observe techniques are employed in order to
reduce the brown energy consumption, such as node consoli-
dation and DVFS. Nevertheless, in the best of our knowledge
there is a lack of a model that considers not only the datacenter
load and infrastructure, but also considers the several moments
where renewable sources and batteries could be engaged by
the power side. To do so, we propose Renewable Energy
Constrained Optimization (RECO) an optimization module
to schedule tasks in a cloud datacenter while respecting the
amount of power available during a time period provided by a
power manager, minimizing the number of due date violations
based on several power profiles provided. Even though the
management is performed considering previous knowledge of
all tasks, in this paper we focus not only on power and
QoS optimization criteria but also computation time to obtain
the best solution. We explore classical greedy algorithms and
meta-heuristics constrained by the power available during a
time period.

3. RECO - Renewable Energy Constrained Optimization

This section describes the Renewable Energy Constrained
Optimization (RECO) an optimization module including IT
electrical load-model that aims to integrate IT and power
architectures in order to generate scheduling plans (list of
tasks to be placed in a resource of the datacenter) that are
feasible from the power part when considering renewable
energy sources only (in our case: Solar Panels, Wind Turbines
and Batteries), while maximizing the QoS (minimizing due

date violations) and providing the electrical load expected (in
form of a time series) for the power manager.

A. The Principles of RECO

IT scheduling problems consist in allocating tasks in a
smart way, on the computing resources that consume electricity
under constraints depending on the IT platform current state
and on energy availability. Several levels of decision are con-
cerned as IT resource management (server switch on/off, pro-
cess migration, voltage and frequency scaling, among others).
On the other side we have the power systems where several
power profiles could be provided depending on the moment
when the renewable energy is produced and how batteries
are managed. The main idea consists in combining both IT
smart-load model and Power management system in order to
maximize the IT-QoS within the limitations of a datacenter
powered by renewable resources. Bellow we describe in details
how we represented each part of the systems.

i. IT Model: In this section we present the characterization
of the tasks, machines and their power consumption model.

In this work we focus mainly on batch tasks. Each task
j received by the datacenter server, contains the following
information: t

j

which represents the execution time for the
task j on a reference machine; mem

j

which is the requested
memory, r

j

represents the release time of the task (the moment
in which the task can start to be executed) and finally d

j

that
represents the deadline (or due date) of this task. The IT-QoS
metric used in this case is the number of due date violations
that occurred during a determined scheduling plan.

Each machine h is characterized by the following parame-
ters: s

h

which represents the state of the host h (on/off); P
fix h

represents the fixed idle power consumption of a machine;
P
f h

is a coefficient which depends on the dynamic power
consumption for a given frequency f; mem

h

represents the
memory available in the machine; c represents the number
of processing elements available in the machine (cores or
processors for instance); and finally {f} which is a set of
possible frequencies for the processing element c. Based on
Mudge [8] we adopted the equation P = P

fix h

+P
f h

f3 as
the machines power consumption model.

ii. Power Envelope: The power management module is
responsible to deliver power for the datacenter, and in our
case this power must be provided by renewable energy sources
only. To do so several constraints to elaborate feasible power
profiles must be taken into consideration. Regarding this, we
can highlight the renewable energy profile (wind prediction
by period, solar radiation by period), the state of charge for
short and long term storage elements (batteries) and also
the constraints of these storage elements regarding the power
per source (minimum and/or maximum levels), or even the
limitation of the variation of current over a given duration and
power electronics control. The power envelope provided by
the power system is represented as a set of intervals [t0, t1]
with a constant power available p, where the time interval can
be defined according to the desired granularity. Here we also
call each interval “steps” and all the steps between t0 and t

n

a
time window. Below we describe the power dispatching model
providing input constraints to our load manager program:
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- Fixed-Sizing: Photovoltaic panels and wind turbines charac-
teristics; Battery Capacity (A.h); Max Power (W ).

- Meteorology forecasting (depending on geographical posi-
tion, date, season, etc.): Solar radiation; Wind forecasting.

- All power references: P
i,k

Power delivered by source i
during interval k.

B. Optimization Program Architecture

RECO focuses on integrating both power and computing
systems to provide a power constrained optimization. In Fig-
ure 1 we present an architecture in which RECO could be
integrated. In this figure we can observe two main compo-
nents, (1) IT Management Module and (2) Power Management
Module. The IT Management Module is where RECO would
be located, more specifically in the scheduling planner, to
optimize the tasks placement in a cloud datacenter respect-
ing power envelopes provided by the Power Management
module while maximizing the QoS (minimizing the due date
violations). At the bottom, the Power Management Module
(not detailed here) is responsible for analyzing the available
renewable power sources and storage elements to provide the
feasible power envelopes. This interaction is fundamental to
profit as much as possible from the renewable energy sources
and IT internal performances (processors, memories, node
connections constituting the ’Cloud Computing Data Center’
which is detailed in the upper level in this figure).

Power Management Module

IT Management Module

Resources and 
Power Monitor

Cloud Computing Data Center

Computational Resources

Node 0 Node n

Processors

Interconnection 
Network

P0 P1 Pj P0 P1 Pk

Frontend

Scheduling 
Controller

Scheduling 
Planner

Renewable 
Forecasting

Power Profile 
Generator

Power Producers 
Controller

Fig. 1. RECO - Renewable Energy Constrained Optimization architecture,
highlighting two modules: (1) IT Management Module responsible for man-
aging all the IT resources in the cloud; and (2) Power Management Module
responsible for engaging the power sources and providing power envelopes.

The interaction between the two modules occurs in the
following way: (a) a set of possible power envelopes (profiles)
is generated by the Power Management Module based on the
green energy available and the current state of the storage
elements; (b) when tasks arrive, the IT Management Module
will request the power envelopes available and schedule the
tasks respecting these envelopes; (c) the IT side evaluate the
scheduling plans and decides which power envelope provides
the best QoS; (d) the IT side communicates to the power side
which envelope will be used (in form of a power profile) and
starts the scheduling and resource allocation process.

In this scenario there might be some adverse situations, in
which the scheduling might have to be changed. Especially
regarding the green energy production, we can have situations
such as inaccurate weather prediction, which would change
the whole power production predicted for a time window. In
these situations, the power side can either decide to engage the
storage elements to respect the power profile agreed, or send
an alert to the IT module to change the scheduling from that
point forward based on new possible profiles.

Considering the presented descriptions, RECO introduces
the concept of “Power Envelope Agreement” for tasks schedul-
ing in cloud datacenters which will be one of the aims of
the Datazero project. The focus of this work is mainly in the
IT management module, more specifically in the scheduling
planner and the impact of different power profiles. Yet, we
also present how the interaction and the details of how each
module could be implemented in the following sections.

C. Power Management Module

The Power Management Module is in charge of manag-
ing all the distributed power production to the datacenter.
This module will send power envelopes that are feasible to
be achieved based on renewable power prediction and the
available energy in storage elements. After that, it is also in
charge of engaging these elements to deliver the power to the
datacenter.

i. Renewable Forecasting: The renewable energy forecast-
ing is a widely studied topic [9]. Considering photovoltaic
panels and wind turbines authors rely on methods such as:
(1) Time series; (2) Numerical weather prediction; (3) Satellite
images based forecasting; and (4) Sky vision based forecasting.
These methods can be used accordingly to the desired accuracy
(annual, day average or instantaneous) to provide inputs to the
power profile generator, in our case registered data are used.

ii. Power Profile Generator: The Power Profile Generator
is the responsible for generating the possible power profiles
(controlled-output power delivered by each generator) based
on the forecasts provided and in the different points that the
storage elements could be engaged including local control
strategies and power electronics management (that includes
battery aging, current and voltage control and so on, not
detailed in this paper).

D. IT Management Module

The IT Management Module is the responsible for man-
aging and monitoring the whole IT platform which includes
monitoring the resources usage, receiving tasks, communicat-
ing with the power module and planning the resources and
tasks allocation respecting a given power envelope.

i. Overall interactions: This module contains three com-
ponents: (1) resource and power monitor; (2) scheduling
planner; and (3) scheduling controller. The interaction between
these components is represented in Figure 2.

In this diagram we have the scheduling planner, which can
be triggered by the scheduling controller when a new task
arrives or in a special case if some unexpected change in the
power curve occurs. This planner decides which task will be
executed on which resource, when and at which frequency
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Power and 
Resource Monitor

Scheduling 
Controller

Scheduling 
Planner

Users

Request Current 
Resources Status

Power Profile 
Generator

Request Possible Power Envelopes

Request Power Envelope Constrained
Scheduling With Metrics Associated
Response Power Envelope Agreed 

Task Return

Submit Tasks

Fig. 2. Example of a possible interaction between the components of the IT
Management Module, users and power part.

(DVFS choice), and also when each node will be turned on
or off (cancelling idle power). This component ensures that
the placement will respect the agreed power envelope, while
minimizing the number of tasks that will be violated (finishing
after the due date).

Finally we have the scheduling controller, responsible
for distributing/managing all the information inside the IT
Management Module, as well as receiving the new tasks
to be scheduled and the power envelopes from the Power
Management Module. Whenever a new task arrives or the
power curve changes this component is the one responsible
for requesting a new scheduling for the scheduling planner,
based on the current state of the resources provided by the
monitor and the available power envelopes. The details of the
main components are presented bellow.

ii. Scheduling Planner: For the scheduling optimization
problem several methods are described in the literature. These
methods can be categorized in two main sets. The first one
contains “exact methods” which can provide an optimal solu-
tion. The second group are the “approached methods” which
are able to approximate the best solution. Due to the large
searching space, as the number of resources and tasks increase,
exact methods are not feasible in our case.

In this way, we focus on the second group of approached
methods. More specifically, we explore Greedy Heuristics
(GH) and meta-heuristics such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) as
a way to validate our proposal. GH can provide locally optimal
decisions, and in general have a short execution time. On the
other hand, the combinations of choices locally optimal do
not always lead to an overall optimum. The GA approach, can
provide a large number of adapted solutions and also makes
possible to approach a local minimum starting from an existing
solution. Nevertheless, the problem of GA methods can be the
execution time on large scale problems. A pseudo-code of the
GA is presented in Algorithm 1. In this work we propose a
time window approach (all tasks are scheduled inside a time
interval). More specifically, we consider the resource allocation
problem as a set of tasks with different release times that are
addressed in an offline way, but it could also be seen as an
online algorithm with time windows and annual load prediction
(in case of a bigger time window).

The difference from regular scheduling algorithms is that in
this case we need to consider the power envelope agreement as
constraint. To do so the algorithms implemented use a ”verify-
power-envelope” function which is responsible for evaluating
if a task can be scheduled in a given processing element
on the desired time interval. The power envelope verification
uses another function that returns how much power would

be consumed to schedule the task using a specific processor
and frequency. This function also takes in consideration if
some node was already in use to consider or not its idle
power. We present here two different approaches that provide
scheduling possibilities, but this model is not limited to it and
new approaches could be used as long as they rely on the
power envelope verification function.

For the GH we considered two versions of the Best Fit
algorithm that tries to fit the tasks in the node that presents the
smallest power consumption and that can finish the execution
before the due date (while respecting the power envelope). One
of the versions sorts the tasks by closest due date and the other
one by the time in which the tasks are released. Even though
the changes occur only in the task ordering, the impact on the
results can be significant.

Regarding the GA, each chromosomes represent a tasks
scheduling possibility for the given power profile. To improve
the execution time (as seen in Algorithm 1 the verification
occurs for each step in the power envelope), we also use
two different power envelopes, the first one provides a rough
scheduling based on an aggregation of the initially provided
envelope, reducing in this case the number of “steps” to im-
prove the execution time. After obtaining an initial placement
we use a fine grained power envelope (smaller steps) to profit
from power peaks and respect the given power envelope. We
also consider in this case the use of DVFS in order to reduce
the power usage without impacting the number of violations.

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the GA scheduling algo-
rithm.

input : task information, resources available, power envelope.
output: scheduled tasks.

1 begin
2 get resources status();
3 get tasks status();
4 generate initial population();
5 for (i=0; i < generations; i++) do
6 crossover();
7 mutation();
8 select execution time();
9 adjust DVFS();

10 verify power envelope();
11 calculate fitness();
12 end
13 end

The scheduling planner is not only responsible for deciding
when and where each task will be executed, but also how to
manage the IT resources (IT load control). In this sense, at the
end of the task placement algorithm we also calculate when
each node can be turned off in order to reduce the power
consumption without impacting the system performance. This
scheduling also results in a time series describing how much
power will be consumed by the IT resources.

iii. Scheduling Controller: The scheduling controller is one
of the main components in the IT Management Module. It is
responsible for collecting the resource status from the monitor,
receiving and responding the power envelope with the Power
Management Module, forwarding the necessary information to
the scheduling planner, and after that communicating with the
datacenter to perform all the planned actions (schedule task,
turn off node, etc).
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All the operations performed by the scheduling controller
occurs through the datacenter frontend. The communication
is established through messages exchange. These messages
are interpreted by the frontend and can either concern the
tasks or the IT infrastructure. Tasks can be scheduled in a
given host, migrated or deallocated and these actions can be
performed through the cloud middleware API ( OpenStack’s 2

API for instance). For the hosts operation we can either rely
on shutdown and Wake-on-Lan like commands or ePDUs that
can be controlled remotely which allows both to control and
monitor the power consumption.

E. Prototype

To validate RECO we implemented a prototype containing
a simplified version of each module in order to control a
simulated IT infrastructure provided by DCWoRMS [10].
DCWoRMS is a simulator developed in Poznan Supercom-
puting and Networking Center (PSNC). It aims to evaluate
allocation and scheduling policies for a given workload on
a given infrastructure. This simulator is developed in Java
with different plugins which aim to implement the models
used to simulate the infrastructure. To simulate the scheduling
planner we implemented the scheduling algorithms previously
mentioned inside DCWoRMS as a scheduling plugin. When a
task arrive in the simulator the scheduling plugin is triggered.

For the Power Management Plugin we developed a power
profile generator. This generator uses forecasting data collected
during 6 days from wind3 in the city of Toulouse-France. This
data was then extrapolated to match the peak power production
to the datacenter maximum power consumption and read by the
simulator. More details about the size and power productions
are presented in Section 4.

The interaction in the prototype starts when the simulator
receives the new bag of tasks. Then, the IT Module gets
the available power envelopes that were generated by the
power management plugin. This power envelopes are used by
the scheduling planner which output the scheduling plan, the
number of due date violations associated, and the expected
power consumption of each plan. The profile with the smallest
number of due date violations can then be selected and the
actions start being executed inside the simulator to schedule
tasks, adjust frequency, and turn on/off the computing nodes.

4. Evaluation Methodology and Results

To validate RECO we simulated an IT workload and Power
production infrastructure based on the prototype presented in
the previous section. The DCWoRMS simulator and the other
modules are executed on the same machine, with an Intel Core
I5 4278U processor and 8GB of DDR3 RAM.

The IT infrastructure inside the simulator is based on Ville-
bonnet et al. [11] using 15 homogeneous nodes and the power
consumption values of Paravance cluster from Grid50004. The
power consumption of the nodes is based on the power model
presented using P

f

9.45W and P
fix

of 69.9W. For P
on

we

2https://www.openstack.org/
3http://www.meteociel.fr/
4https://www.grid5000.fr/

consider 112.91W over T
on

of 189s and for P
off

65.7W over
T
off

of 10s.

Regarding the GA, the parameters used are 100 generations
with the simplified power envelope, 400 generations with the
original power envelope, a population size of 50 individuals
and crossover and mutation probabilities of 0.9 and 0.3 respec-
tively.

To generate the batch tasks we used a Google based
workload generator [12], considering a window of 2 days
(i.e. all the tasks have to be executed inside this interval) to
generate 3 different workloads with 234, 569 and 1029 tasks.
Each workload is scheduled with 3 different power profiles
(power available in Figure 4). These different power profiles
will allow us to evaluate what is the impact of the power
profile in the QoS of a cloud based datacenter when executing
different workloads.

A. Results

In Figure 3 we present the execution time and the number
of due date violations for all the workloads and algorithms
proposed. In this charts (a), (b) and (c) we present the number
of due date violations for each one of the workloads and finally
in (d) the execution time, in milliseconds, of the algorithms.0
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Fig. 3. Execution time and due date violations of the different algorithms
with different tasks and power power envelopes (profiles).

With Profile i, 234 and 569 tasks GA have an energy
consumption up to 13.7% smaller when compared with Best
Fit, and 0 due date violations. With 1029 tasks in this same
power profile the GA energy consumption can be 1.7% higher
than Best Fit Arrival, but with a reduction of 51% in the
number of due date violations. With Profile ii, 234 and 569
tasks GA have an energy consumption up to 13.8% smaller
when compared with Best Fit, and 0 due date violations. With
1029 tasks the GA energy consumption can be 1.9% higher
than Best Fit Arrival, but with a reduction of 67% in the
number of due date violations. Finally with Profile iii, 234
and 569 tasks GA have an energy consumption up to 12.7%
smaller when compared with Best Fit, and with 1029 tasks
the GA energy consumption can be 1.8% higher than Best Fit
Arrival, but with a reduction of 73% in the number of due date
violations.
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In Figure 4 we present the energy produced and expected
consumption for each one of the three power profiles. These
results were obtained when using the GA scheduling and 1029
tasks. We can observe that for scheduling batch tasks with
fixed release and due date times, when the power is available
is more important than how much power is produced. We can
see this behavior in Profile i that has the same production
in the first half, but less energy in the second half of the
envelope, but still have less due date violations than Profile ii,
which produced more power in the second half of the envelope.
Also, Profile iii for instance have less energy consumed, and
less due date violations than Profile ii. This occurs because at
some points we have too many tasks to be scheduled, and they
might lack flexibility (time between release and due date) to
wait the next moment where enough power will be available.
This highlights the importance of the generation of multiple
power envelopes when considering renewable energy sources
and storage elements engagement. We could not only save
energy but also provide a better QoS. This excess of power
available could either be sold (back to the grid) or stored in
form of hydrogen (electrolyzer element).
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Fig. 4. Power available and consumed in the power profiles using genetic
algorithm based scheduling plan.

5. Conclusion

This article focused on presenting and evaluating an op-
timization module named RECO that aims to integrate both
IT-load power model and Power production to schedule tasks
in a cloud datacenter while respecting the possible power
envelopes. We presented different algorithms that aim to
minimize due date violations while respecting power and
resource constraints. Our genetic algorithm approach was able
to reduces up to 73% of due date violations while increasing
only 1.8% the energy consumption respecting one of the power
profiles provided by the power manager. We also presented an
evaluation of the impact that the power envelopes can have in
the task scheduling, and that more power do not necessarily
means better QoS for the IT part, but it is better to optimally
decide when this power is delivered. The outputs of the IT
optimization could provide interesting load profiles to a power
management module.

Finally, we intend to continue our research extending
RECO to support real time task arrival, services (not only

batch tasks), and variations in the amount of resources that
are consumed by the applications.
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